
COUNTRY IS MORE THAN AN ENDURING STYLE. AND IT  
EVEN TRANSCENDS PLACE. AS THESE TWO TASTEMAKERS 

DEMONSTRATE, COUNTRY IS, ABOVE ALL, AN ATTITUDE, ONE  
THAT EMBRACES THE SIMPLE JOY OF CONNECTING—WITH THE  

PAST, WITH NATURE, AND WITH EACH OTHER. 

STYLE MAKERS
Country Home®

WRITTEN BY SH A IL A W UNDER LICH
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In Angie Wendricks’ 
kitchen, a rough and 
tough vintage farm table 
boasts unique folding 
legs. The primitive shelf 
unit was just $50 at a 
nearby flea market, but 
Angie treasures it for its 
spare form. Ceramics and 
books take turns living on 
its shelves. 
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ANGIE WENDRICKS PREFERS A  

“skimp and splurge” lifestyle. The tiny, 
sparsely furnished Indiana farmhouse 
she shares with her husband, Alex, 
definitely lands on the spare edge of the 
spectrum. But amid its clean, all-white 
lines are moments of decadence. “I love 
nice textiles,” Angie says. “Instead of 
having a lot of so-so pieces, I invest in one 
or two really good ones.” 

Angie first subscribed to a simple yet 
character-rich aesthetic during visits to 
her grandma’s house in Frederick, 
Maryland. “I love the Shaker and 
Colonial architecture out there,” the 
lifestyle influencer and stylist-
photographer says. “The design was so 
basic and pared back but still stylish. 
They knew what they were doing!” 

The look was in direct contrast to the 
Midwest houses she was raised in—
rambling suburban brick ranches, 
surrounded by more of the same. “The 
house Alex and I lived in before this one 
was also a brick ranch,” she says, “and we 
really only lived in two of its rooms.” 

The layout and square footage of those 
two rooms were the basis for the design of 
their new farmhouse, which Angie drew 
on a piece of paper and submitted to a 
local contractor for construction six 
years ago. “You get used to not needing 
the instant gratification that comes with 
having a bunch of stuff,” she says, “and  
it’s a fulfilling feeling.” 
RESOURCES, SEE PAGE 111. 

A photographer and  
stylist discovers the beauty  
of simplicity found in 
classic American design.

ON A COUNTY 
ROAD WITH 

Angie 
Wendricks

1

2

1 /Angie Wendricks lives, works, and 
gardens on her Indiana farm. 2 /Her 
husband, Alex, built this window seat in 
the kitchen for extra seating and storage. 
Its top lifts up to reveal a hollow interior. 
Angie swaps out its cushions and pillows 
as the seasons and photo shoots call for 
it. 3 /Angie’s talent for mixing multiple 
textures and finishes while sticking to one 
or two colors hails directly from American 
Shaker inspiration. 4 / The sliding-track 
barn door separating the living room 
and bathroom came from an old horse 
barn; the couple discovered it at an 
architectural salvage shop in southern 
Indiana. The black front door is an old 
library door they bought at an estate  
sale for $50.  
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5/ Two of Angie’s “excesses,” peg racks and vintage bread boards, make 
for a pretty vignette in a corner of the kitchen. She shares images of her 
favorite things on Instagram (@countyroadliving). 6/Bubba the cat peers 
out a window from his perch on the kitchen window seat. “We joke he’s 
part dog because he’s so cuddly and loves to take walks with us,” Angie 
says. An oversize glass jar from one of Angie’s clients, Bloomist, holds 
a bouquet of freesia clipped from the garden. 7/Shiny finishes on the 
countertops and glossed floors subtly play off the flat white of the walls. 
“We splurged on the quartz countertops and KitchenAid stove and saved 
on the IKEA cabinets,” Angie says. 
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MAKERS COME IN MANY FORMS. On top 
of the many meals, table settings, and 
photographs stylist Courtney Allison 
creates on a regular basis, she’s also a big 
list-maker. “My mom and grandmothers 
and great-grandmothers were all big 
entertainers and big list-makers,” she 
says. “I guess I inherited the gene.” 

As they did, Courtney sticks to 
old-school pencil and paper, on which she 
scribbles groceries and daily chores. Her 
favorite lists, though, are for parties. 
Mom and Grammy’s parties centered 
around food, but Courtney’s are about 
ambience. “I’m more interested in the 
feeling a get-together leaves with the 
people who were there,” she says. 

Onto her lists go the tangible 
components to those intangible feelings: 
setting, lighting, music, flowers, and time 
of day. She likes her tables textile-free, 
flowers plentiful, and music jazz or 
country. Her settings are created with 
vintage objects she corrals from around 
the house, items like Mason jars, buckets, 
and flatware in a mix of silver and gold.  

Courtney’s gatherings often take place 
anywhere but a formal dining room—in, 
on, or alongside the barn, greenhouse, or 
pea-graveled patio surrounding their 
1940s Northern California cottage. And 
they often begin with visual inspiration. 
She says, “Usually, the same things that 
inspire me to pick up my camera are the 
things that inspire my entertaining.” 
RESOURCES, SEE PAGE 111. 

Courtney Allison wears 
many hats: photographer, 
stylist, blogger, author, 
mom of three, party girl.

ON THE  
LIST WITH 

Courtney 
Allison

1

2

1 /Author, photographer,  and style influencer Courtney Allison shares her style philosophy on 
her Instagram page (@frenchcountrycottage) and spotlights her ideas for creating memorable 
gatherings in her most recent book, French Country Cottage Inspired Gatherings. 2 /A glimpse into 
the barn reveals one of Courtney’s mood-setting musts: blingy vintage chandeliers. The all-white 
barn, original to the property, suits intimate gatherings. Antique dining chairs upholstered in nubby 
chenille surround the narrow table, crowned by a sparkling chandelier.  
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“THE ONLY RULES 
FOR FLOWERS ARE  
THE MORE THE 
MERRIER, USE 
WHAT YOU HAVE, 
AND USE WHAT 
INSPIRES YOU.”

—COURTNEY ALLISON
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3 /A champagne bucket brimming with 
garden roses and foliage Courtney 
has foraged on her property makes 
a grand statement at the entrance 
to the party barn. Pumpkins in pale 
hues are equally elegant. 4 /Courtney 
prefers bare tables—their neutral 
patina sets off her vintage china 
and flatware. Fresh fruit, greens, and 
flowers add color and texture. 5/
One of Courtney and husband Ray’s 
favorite spontaneous getaways is to 
the nearby vineyards, where they ride 
on old bikes laden with cheese, wine, 
and, of course, grapes. 

F R E N CH CO U NTRY 
COT TAG E I N S PI R E D 

GATH E R I N GS 
Stylist, photographer, and 
blogger Courtney Allison’s 
book (2020, Gibbs Smith, 
$35) features her favorite 
entertaining spots and 

party ideas. The vignettes 
are photographed by 
Courtney through the 
seasons around her 

Northern California home.


